Poly-Cube & Chemical Feed Stations

Building and distributing dependable, quality products for a technologically expanding industry

PO Box 8697, Brea CA 92821
Phone 714) 257-9165 Fax 714)257-9215
www.gtpcompany.com
Wall Mount Rack Stations

When you need a complete chemical work station and need it done right, **General Treatment Products** Chemical Feed Stations should be your first call. Flexible, rugged and complete, “GTP” Chem Feed Stations do not disappoint. Factory assembled, tested and delivered, provides you with the knowledge that every piece going on site is integrated to the next. No looking for connectors, figuring out complex wiring or running around for fittings or hardware. Contact our expert technical staff, give us you dreams and we will design build it and guarantee it to work as soon as its installed.

Wall Mount Racks, Enclosures and complete tank packages, we have a flexible start to any solution. Add pumps, mixers, level, plumbing and controls, deliver to site and plug in. **DONE!** Call us today, for the product solution that will change how you order components, “GTP” Chemical Feed Stations are just that good.

### Poly CUBE Shelves

**Custom Packages**
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